PULSAR® Blizzard Balaclava

FEATURES
Double layer Blizzard thermal balaclava for maximum warmth.
Can be worn under the chin or pulled up over the nose as required.
Soft durable polyester blended with VILOFT® offers exceptional thermal and wicking performance.
Suitable for temperatures as low as -15°C.

SPECIFICATIONS
CODE: BZ1514
COLOUR: Navy
SIZE OPTIONS: One Size
FABRIC: 215gsm Double layer Polyester/VILOFT® (430gsm total weight).

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
Wash at 40° with similar colours.
Do not tumble dry, dry clean, or bleach.
Warm iron only.

INCORPORATING
VILOFT®

After almost 100 years of production of round cellulosic fibres, 1985 saw the creation of VILOFT® - the world’s first flat viscose fibre. The flat cross section delivers flexibility in the fibres and increases their surface area. When spun into a yarn, VILOFT® fibres align in a random pattern and form hollow spaces filled with air.